
Make a Film in One Day



3 - 7 hours 10 - 200

Make a Film in One Day

Put very simply, 'Make a Film in One Day' is:

“Make a film from beginning to end in one day, direct it, 
act in it and film it yourself.”

Working out the scenario and shotlist, filming and sound, 
acting and directing, finding the best locations, accessories 
and props,… you do everything. 

You start from a blank sheet, and skilled film professionals 
lend you a helping hand.
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Watch video

https://moodmaker.be/en/team-building-events/make-a-film-in-one-day/?video=show
https://moodmaker.be/en/team-building-events/make-a-film-in-one-day/?video=show


In small teams (+/- 12 people) you go to work to put 
together your film. 

The scenario is worked out, a shotlist is drawn up. 

So..., what do you film? 

That is entirely down to you! Your own commercial or 
newsflash. A comedy, horror or action movie? Fiction or 
company-related? 

Whatever you want... 
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DON’T ASPIRE TO BE THE BEST  ON THE TEAM -
ASPIRE TO BE THE BEST  FOR THE TEAM ! 
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And then of course there is the filming itself. Everyone joins 
in, be it before or behind the camera! Because making a film 
also involves camera work, sound, light, direction, sets & 
props and… acting. Professional camera equipment is used 
to film.

When everything has been recorded, the film still needs to 
be edited. Titles, credits, sound effects,… are added. Luckily 
for you this is done by professionals. 

Meanwhile the teams can enjoy a delicious dinner (optional).
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During Make a Film in One Day, all participants work towards a 
common goal: make a whole film within the allotted time. Make a 
Film in One Day stimulates communication, creativity and team 
spirit within your organisation in an innovative way.

And of course, as a company, you can choose to give the company’s 
values a key role in the films. Working around themes such as 
collaboration, alignment, growth, etc. helps embed the message 
within your company. Also, it’s incredible (yes, even hilarious) to see 
your colleagues on the big screen for the first time!

 CREATIVE PEOPLE - 
BUILD STRONG BUSINESSES !
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AT MOODMAKER WE AIM TO  WOW  OUR 
CLIENTS WITH SERVICE & EXPERIENCE
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➔ Entire team works together towards 1 goal, no 

competition

➔ Tangible & concrete results

➔ Filming is usually done indoors, can also be done 

outdoors

➔ Focus on cooperation and communication

➔ A creative & innovative team building

➔ In BeNeFraLux, 100% mobile

➔ Language NL, FR, EN or a mix
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YOU CAN’T BUILD  SUCCESSFUL TEAMS
BUT YOU CAN INCITE THEM  TO EMERGE ! 

Want to know how we can take 
your team to a next level?

info@moodmaker.be

+32 53 42 68 11

Schedule a video call

Moodmaker specialises in the exciting field of team building and game-based training.

Since 2008, we have organised more than 270 events and team development programmes annually for 
multinationals, SMEs, governments and NGOs.

Our activities reflect our belief that human connection, meaningful relaxation and learning moments 
happen most effectively in a gamified context. This is how we support your team in achieving positive 
growth.

mailto:info@moodmaker.be
https://moodmaker.be/nl/plan-een-videogesprek/

